
Zelda  

 

BOSS LEVEL 
 

 

Dear Link, 

You have just started a new quest. 

 

The quest is called Hero’s Story and you may have already started playing it.  You 

are in a slightly different world with different characters. 

 

Your Mission: to discover this new world and report back to the class.  You are 

like an ancient explorer visiting new lands.  We need to know what this new 

place is like.  Zelda is still missing.   

 

Is she held prisoner by Gannon, or someone new?   

 

Do you still need to collect the Triforce, or is there a new object you need to find 

in order to unlock the villian’s castle/cave/or fortress? 

 

You will be rewarded greatly for your efforts with Experience Points, known as 

XP.  The more XP you receive the stronger you get.   

 

You get to choose which tasks you want to do.  You can do as few or as many of 

them as you want.  The more you do, the more XP you get! 

 

Right now, this world is very similar to the Legend of Zelda game, but you can 

change it to get XP. 

 

In three weeks, at the end of the mission, anyone who has a lot of XP will get 

special rewards! 

 

  



Here are your choices: 

 

Current Game Your Game 

Map: Village of Hyrule Draw a new map on A3 paper – 25 XP 

Draw a new map on A3 paper with a partner 

so both of your maps connect – 75 XP 

Come up with a new name for this land – 10 

XP 

Write four sentences about this new land, 

describing it to someone – 50 XP 

Villain: Gannon Draw a new villain and give him or her a name 

– 25 XP 

Write up four sentences about this villain and 

how to defeat him or her – 50 XP 

Write up eight sentences about this villian’s 

story and why he or she is mean – 100 XP 

Purpose: Collect the Triforce 

and rescue Zelda 

Draw a new object to collect – 10 XP 

Write six sentences explaining how to defeat 

the villain and rescue Zelda – 75 XP 

Enemies: Sand flies, etc Draw a new bad enemies and give it a name – 

10 XP (you can create many enemies) 

Good Characters: The Fairy Draw a new helpful character, give it a name, 

and write what special power it has – 20 XP 

(you can do this many times) 

Game Guide: The story at the 

beginning of the game 

You and a partner together write a 12 

sentence “Game Guide” explaining all about 

the game and how to play – 150 XP 

Game Cover: Current Zelda 

game logo/cover 

Draw your own game cover on A4 paper for 

your new game – 40 XP 

Mixing Games: None Put other game characters in this game.  Write 

a few sentences about another game character 

(such as Mario) and how they interact with 

Link. Then draw both of them. – 60 XP 

 Your own creative ideas! If you want to create 

new weapons, new caves, or a water world, 

you will get more XP for being creative! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


